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About

Ben Quilty was born in 1973 in Sydney.

He is a graduate of the Sydney College of the Arts at the University of Sydney.
Quilty's practice has insistently explored the role and role-play of young males in contemporary Western 

society. He has been a willing participant in the initiation processes that define the 'coming of age' of a young 
man. The imagery he employs comes out of the violence of a suburban male adolescence.

Quilty is an artist who paints and the seemingly contested medium he uses with such excess is a middle finger 
up to the murderer of paint. His Irish convict ancestors began farming the Southern Australian land of the 

Gundungurra aboriginal people in the early 19th century. His practise has also explored the cultural destruction 
of these indigenous aboriginal people and the birth of a zealously patriotic 'white' Australia.

The ongoing role of males in this paradigm also informs the broader context of Quilty's investigation.

Quilty has completed residencies in Hill End, Sydney, Melbourne, Paris and Barcelona.



Elwood Torana no.7
Oil on canvas
120x140cm 



Torana no.5
Oil on canvas
120x140cm 



Torana After Ortiz
Oil on canvas

145x180cm 



Self-portrait as a Budgerigar
Oil on canvas

70x65cm 

Lloydy
Oil on canvas

60x50cm 



Whytie
Oil on canvas
120x120cm 



Budgie After Streeton
Oil on canvas
120x120cm 

Portrait after Portrait of Vincent by Russell
Oil on Canvas
145x110cm 



Fred
Oil on Canvas (Diptych)

130x200cm 



Hill End Landscape no.3
Oil on canvas

50x90cm 



Australian Landscape no.5
Oil on linen,
110 x 135cm 



Skulled
Oil on canvas

150x160cm 
Skull Centre
Oil on canvas

60x50cm 

Skull Centre Left
Oil on canvas

60x50cm 



Hill End Landscape
Gouche on paper

50x69cm 

Troop 2
Ink on paper

18x26cm 

Ford
Ink on paper

24x30cm 



Life's What You Do While You're Waiting To Die

Ben Quilty: Life's What You Do While You're Waiting To Die

Painting has long been considered a problematic medium. Its purported ‘death' or ‘return' has punctuated art historical and critical discourse for much of the 
last century: it has endured its ‘supplanting' by photography, the attacks of ‘anti-retinal' art and the readymade, and its association with bourgeois privilege. In 
more recent times, painting has had to justify its contemporary relevance against charges that as a form it exemplifies the commodity par excellence , and is 

thus incapable of the critique available to conceptual and post-object art.

It was in this climate of (yet another) ‘crisis' in painting that Ben Quilty first studied art. He was already a painter, having won a painting prize while still at 
school, having also established an exchange with the significant Australian painter Frank Hodgkinson. Yet the critical context in which he found himself forced 
Quilty to strive to answer the question: why paint? Quilty's practice has developed through a rigorous, reflective analysis of this question, an investigation that 

takes in the actual application of paint as much as the history of Australian painting, his immediate contemporary urban environment — street culture, the 
internet — as much as the broader theme of cultural identity.

The Torana paintings 2003 — a key series that brought Quilty to prominence — exemplify this process. The ostensible content of these works is the vintage 
car, with its redolence of the moustachioed machismo of the 1970s and the sexual rites of passage of a high-octane adolescence. Yet the treatment of the 
subject is central to their meaning: the paint is laid on thick, in sensuous mounds; the colour is exuberant but harmoniously balanced; the strokes are large 
and energetic but precise. That is, the paintings are also about painting itself: the joy of the materiality of the process, the effect of treating mass-produced 

objects as worthy of portraiture, the difference between the imperfections of painting and the seamlessness of industrial design and photography (the visual 
languages in which cars are usually rendered). Moreover, the works fall between the cracks of conventional genres: they could be portraits, given the 

personality each car exudes; they could be landscapes, given their association with Australian national identity; and yet again, they approach abstraction, the 
planes of colour so subtly negotiated that at certain moments the cars melt into pure composition.   

In his latest series — including the works Art-Landing (Osbourne) 2004 and Art-Megadeth 2004 — Quilty follows a similar approach. These paintings are also 
both about painting and the represented object: they share the lush materiality of the Torana series, while their ostensible content is also an aspect of ‘yobbo' 
culture, in this instance, heavy metal. Yet there are some significant differences. Unlike the Torana, which seduced Quilty's eye while sitting outside his studio 

window, these images are appropriated, specifically from T-shirt and sleeve-cover design. Distinct also is the tenor of the images: the Torana may have 
communicated an aggressive masculinity, but it remained essentially a domesticated object, whereas the current series depicts scenarios of fantasy and horror.

Of course the high art treatment and appropriation of popular culture phenomena is nothing new. Yet, Quilty's paintings go beyond the politics of these well-
tried art strategies. Undoubtedly the formal treatment bestows ‘high art' cachet on these degraded mass-media designs, and, yes, the sub-cultural (at times 

comic) defiance of heavy metal still comes through, but Quilty's paintings stand on their own. The thick, luminous impasto treatment, together with the formal 
composition, transforms the (drearily) familiar skeletons and devils of heavy metal iconography into genuinely intriguing creatures with metaphysical overtones, in 
the tradition of Fuseli's or Goya's horror fantasies. The viewer is compelled to confront these demons, whose power to haunt has been revitalised through paint.

Quilty has juxtaposed these cloying, nightmarish scenarios with a contrasting series of works painted during his stay in Paris while on the Brett Whiteley 
Travelling Art Scholarship. These fast and loose scenes of the city as viewed from Quilty's studio window are drawn in the spirit of the artist whose legacy is 
commemorated in that prize; indeed, Whiteley's daily sketches of Paris hold up as some of the most enticing of his works. Quilty's paintings are almost like 

lightning sketches, their quick lines remaining ambiguous, barely evoking a Haussman façade, a garden or a tree-top. The artist appears to be testing the limits of 
what it is to paint, experimenting with the elements of the process — perspective, light, distance, time — to challenge himself to make figuration from 

abstraction, abstraction from figuration.



Alchemy
Oil on canvas

160x150cm 
Smoking Skull
Oil on canvas

150x150cm 



Art (Iron Maiden)
Oil on canvas

150x150cm 



Paris

Paris Garden
Oil bar on linen

180x212cm 



Gerard's Garden2
Oil bar on linen

180x202cm 

Argument at night
Oil bar on linen

130x140cm



Melbourne Art Fair Series 

The Lot 1, The Lot 2
Oil and aerosol on canvas

2 panels 150x160cm, install variable



Skull-burger
C-type 

Skullburger 2
Oil and aerosol on linen

150x160cm 



FTW
Gouche on paper, pins, perspex, frame

160x450cm install variable 



Melbourne Art Fair Series 2

Elwood Winter
Oil and aerosol on linen

150x160cm (install variable) 



Floating Skull
Oil and aerosol on canvas

130x140cm 



Picnic 2
Oil on canvas
150x160cm 



Ben Quilty: Ache

A billboard near Ben Quilty’s studio displays a gleaming Mazda Atenza with the emphatic by-line ‘emotion in motion’ obliterated by aerosol-can scribble. In its place in urgent, unruly 
upper-case graff are the words ‘CLIMATE CHANGE’ - a pertinent reminder of the ecological havoc wreaked by our collective love-affair with the car. Despite using this defaced 

advert as the opening image on his website, Quilty is by no means immune to the seductive curves and crevices of the motor-car; in fact, vehicles have formed the starting point for 
a number of his bodies of paintings (Torana 2003 and We’ve Gotta Get Out of this Place 2004). In his latest series Quilty has generated a fleet of juicy looking cars, trucks and vans 

in his signature impasto oils - but what fuels this self-confessed rev-head to elevate the humble panel-van to gallery status?

For Quilty, the conventional landscape vista and the concept of Australia as being defined by the ‘desert, the outback and the Artist-hero’[1] has lost its currency in the highly 
urbanised environs of metropolitan Sydney. Comprising a kerbside medley of cars and vans on multiple canvases of varying scales, ache depicts a more accurate rendering of Quilty’s 

suburban situation. Collectively spanning the length of the gallery wall, this street scene is a bold still-life which treats vehicles like life-models, each commanding an imposing, 
individual personality and perspective. Far from vessels which transport passengers from A to B, Quilty sees every vehicle as a telling extension of its owner, a prosthesis of each 

character type perhaps. They can also be viewed as a symbol of the initiation process of almost every young Australian into the mobile market economy, a sexual rite of passage or a 
first taste of freedom for every new owner.

Entitled ache because of the double-edged connotations of the word, both of desire and pain, Quilty paints the car as a nexus of meaning for the Australian, and the Australian 
landscape. Ache both acknowledges and critiques the West’s obsession with the lifestyles attached to consumer choices, forming and reflecting the owner’s vision of themselves. 
Through Quilty’s liberal, almost gluttonous application of paint, these works elaborate on the existing commodity fetishism of the car in contemporary culture, creating subjects 

which ooze with personality and occasional foreboding. As such, some automobiles in this exhibition have taken on lives of their own, relating to the personification of drive-time in 
advertising and the notion of the car as a living entity for consumers.

    Quilty’s practice as a form of social critique becomes most apparent in works such as Not in our backyard and Automanic, which highlight the hypocrisies of car advertising 
rhetoric. Automanic sees the front of a white van develop a demonic skull with imposing fangs, raising the debate surrounding personification and mortality in the forays of car-

culture. While Not in our backyard explores the dichotomy of the real and imagined in car advertising. This work draws on Mercedes’ 2005 campaign which exploited the 
advertising potential of their model’s durability in the face of the unforgiving Australian terrain - and yet they adopted a European alpine backdrop for theatrical effect. In response, 

Ben adorns his luscious Mercedes with moose antlers, which appear both ridiculous and menacing. In its native Canada the moose is much coveted game, but also the most 
destructive beast, involved in more deaths through motor-car collisions than any other animal in the country. This vista then begs the question; is it the moose or the car that is 
under scrutiny in this painting? Are we looking at a compromised Australian ethos piecing together ideals inherited from the northern hemisphere? Or are we scrutinising the 

paradox that motor vehicle transport creates in the natural world?

Quilty often depicts subjects which refer to much broader themes of cultural identity and the strange ways in which we construct meaning and individuality in our post-colonial 
habitat. However, what is most striking when considering these works is the unapologetic and sensual manner in which he executes them. It is the physical treatment of the subject 

which gives weight to the issues being addressed: these works are as much about painting as they are about sociocultural identity. Each ‘portrait’ emerges through an unabashed 
application of paint, creating areas of light and shade with confident swathes of well-observed colour. He paints these vehicles in a style verging on Fauvism[2] with a reverence for 
their individual form, recreating the nuances of bodywork and presence with an economy of brushstrokes and great slabs of impasto. Although the appropriation of the ‘everyday’ 

and far-reaching definitions of the Australian identity in painting are by no means unexplored genres, Quilty’s paintings go beyond these tested conventions, reinvigorating our sense 
of materiality and process. Sensuous and tactile, these are surfaces which celebrate the possibilities and immediacy of a contested medium.



Want Want Want
Oil and aerosol on canvas

140x200cm 



Nelson Street (Serpent)
Oil and aerosol on canvas

240x800cm (install variable) 



Van Rorschach
Oil on canvas
160x340cm 



Work In Progress 2006

Kingswood, Alice Springs
Aerosol and charcoal on canvas

180x240cm 



Red XB (Context)
150x160cm (install variable)

Oil and aerosol on linen 



Joe install
Oil and aerosol on linen 



Pride And Patriotism 2007

Pride And Patriotism
Ben Quilty: God’s Middle Children

“It’s just as Yeats said: in dreams begins responsibility. Turn it on its head and you could say that where there is no power to imagine, no responsibility can arise.”
Haruki Murakami [i]

When I visited the Tretiakov Gallery, Moscow, in the early 90s the statues in the rear courtyard particularly impressed me. Monumental bronze representations of the one-time leaders and 
heroes of the collapsed communist regime, pulled down from the streets and civic squares, were lain out like so many corpses in the storage area behind the gallery. Ben Quilty’s 2007 

exhibition at GRANTPIRRIE consists of a new body of work – portrait heads of a baby boy (his 6-month old son Joe), young men and old men. A number of the heads are shown on their side 
as if reclining, reminding me of those toppled bronze heads in Moscow and their associations of troubled beliefs, loss of sureties and social revolution.

While Quilty has painted portraits before – his work appeared in the 2005 and 2006 Archibald prizes – this body of work signals a dramatic shift in subject from the macho visions drawn from 
boy culture in the West of Sydney. Quilty’s current paintings of his newborn son Joe are an unlikely subject for the artist, given the testosterone driven bravado of his earlier paintings of fast, 

mean machines and heavy-metal death heads. His images of the 1970s Holden Torana, a car legendary for its ‘street cred’ and designer machismo, first attracted attention only a few years ago. 
They were followed by a series of fantastic anthropomorphic vehicles: vans and cars with skull faces that put a twist on the ‘happy-face’ appeal favoured by contemporary car designers. 

Toothed and grimacing, the fierce veneer suggested an outward expression of male angst and also embodied road rage as a response to the urban condition. At the heart of these paintings is 
the metaphor of potent male sexuality. According to Quilty, “a lot of my work has been about young men looking for initiation.”

    While babies might seem a long way from this turf, they represent an evolution in life’s initiation for the artist. Quilty’s earlier work represents the apprenticeship of fast food and fast cars, 
drinking and drugs, graffiti and petty vandalism that typifyed the Australian male rites of passage in the 1980s. The ‘Joe’ paintings, in contrast, speak of a manliness acquired through fatherhood – 
parental delight, pride and responsibility. Celebrating the emergence of a new life, the paintings counter the phallic cars, skulls and self destructive impulses of adolescence. When shown at the 
National Portrait Gallery in the Truth and Likeness exhibition, a female colleague reported that the paintings of baby Joe had to have been done by a man. A woman artist, I was assured, would 
be accused of soppiness and sentimentality but a man might paint his child as an expression of tenderness that could only emphasise an authentic masculinity. (A similar reversal of the gender 

claims on subject matter occurred two decades earlier when male artists found it near impossible to depict the female nude without suggesting aggression but the same subject iterated 
feminine values in the hands of a woman). However, this is not to say that Quilty’s paintings of his bubby are all fluffy and angelic or conventionally ‘feminine’. Each endearing face is built from a 
welter of vigorous and robust brushstrokes. If these paintings were sculpture they would be carved with a chainsaw. The images of Joe, like all the portrait heads in the exhibition, possess an 

imposing aspect that both disturbs and challenges viewers’ preconceptions, an effect derived from their monumental scale and the dialogue between paint and what is painted.

Quilty’s paintings encompass more than subject matter to include the application of the paint itself. He employs broad gestural strokes, trowelled on to block out the broad masses. The 
chunky brushstrokes tell of energy and activity, marking a trail of aesthetic decisions determining colour and form, while acting as a building block for constructing likeness. Quilty’s exuberant 

paintwork is held in check by contour and tone, which describe salient features of each subject. The very physicality of the impasto paint plays a significant role in the recognition of the 
painting as an object and, simultaneously, as a constructed image. Quilty’s paintings play out an alternating focus from image to painterly topography. He negotiates representation from the 

resistant, sensual materiality of the paint medium and the conventional desire for a recognizable image.



Joe
Oil and aerosol on linen

183x153cm 

Untitled (Howard)
Oil and aerosol on canvas

150x170cm 



Untitled (Cook)
Oil and aerosol on canvas

170x150cm

Landing
Oil and aerosol on linen

153x183cm



Man Cave Series 1 2007

Lloydy Rorschach
Oil and aerosol on canvas
(Assisted by Dan Halabe)

140x320cm 



Cook's Death
Oil and aerosol on canvas

140x320cm 



Man Cave Series 2 - 2007

New Work From the Man Cave
Oil and aerosol on linen
300x240cm (10 parts)



It's not what you do it?s how you do it
c type 



Curriculum Vitae

Born: Sydney, Australia, 1973
Lives and works in Sydney, Australia

Solo Exhibitions

2007  New Work From the Man Cave, Jan Murphy Gallery, Brisbane
Pride and Patriotism, GRANTPIRRIE, Sydney

 Death-Wish, Newcastle Region Art Gallery, NSW
2006  Jan Murphy Gallery at the Melbourne Art Fair, Melbourne

 Ache, GRANTPIRRIE, Sydney
2005  We've Gotta Get Out Of This Place, Jan Murphy Gallery, Brisbane

 Life's What You Do While You're Waiting To Die, Maunsell Wickes At Mary Place Gallery, Sydney
2004  Beauty, Rich and Rare, Scott Livesey Art Dealer, Melbourne

 Young and Free?, Jan Murphy Gallery, Brisbane
2003  Torana, Maunsell Hughes Gallery, Sydney

2002  New Paintings', Barry Stern Galleries, Sydney
2001  Paris, Step Gallery, Sydney

 

    Selected Group Exhibitions

2008  GIFTED: New to the Griffith University Art Collection
‘I’m a Good Boy’ Firstdraft, curated by Elise Routledge

2007  Considering Portraiture and Figuration, QUT Art Museum, Brisbane
ARC Biennial, Brisbane

Past Winners Exhibition, Brett Whiteley Studio, Sydney
Current, Parramatta City Council

New Acquisitions 2007, Museum of Contemporary Art, Sydney
Snap Freeze, Tarrawarra Museum of Art, Vic

The Led Zeppellin World Tour, Lismore Regional Gallery, NSW
Cuisine and Country, Orange Regional Gallery and touring to other venues

Pants Down, Surprise, In-Transit Gallery, Portside Whard, Brisbane
2006  Truth and Likeness, National Portrait Gallery, Canberra

The Year in Art, SH Ervin Gallery, Sydney
Dobell Drawing Prize exhibition, AGNSW, Sydney

The Kedumba Collection of Contemporary Australian Drawings. Kedumba Gallery, NSW
Flaming Youth, Orange Regioanal Gallery, NSW

Ironic Expressionism, Virginia Wilson Art, Sydney
Poor Yorick, Virginia Wilson Art, Sydney

Monsters, Ipswich Art Gallery, Queensland
Monsters, Albury Regional Art Gallery, New South Wales

The Archibald Prize exhibition, AGNSW, Sydney
Figure 8, Deloitte, Sydney and Melbourne

Animals as Allegory, QUT, Brisbane
Driving Passion, Ipswich Art Gallery, Qld.

Post-It – Exquisite Corpse, Peleton, Sydney



END


